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-2GENERAL
Byrd Station: A symposium was held August 20th on the results of the
upper atmosphere physics and meteorology observations taken during the 1963
winter. Nine papers were presented, with emphasis on inter-disciplinary
findings. Abstracts appear on pages 13-15.
Eights Station: The month of August was colder though less stormy than
July. The task of digging out buried sleds and equipment has started and
plans have been drawn up for getting the station buildings relocated on
the surface during the coming summer. Within the station a cold water line
was added to the darkroom.
USNS Eltanin: The research vessel Eltanin left Valparaiso, Chile,
August 1 on her ninth cruise, the sixth in Antarctic waters. On this trip,
stations are being taken between 35 0W and 40°W longitude in the general
area of South Georgia in the Scotia Sea. At the end of August, the ship
was near the edge of the ice pack at 59 S, 37 W.
Hallett Station: Preparation of the bay ice airstrip for the summer
flying season is nearing completion despite recurring strong winds that
have damaged storage buildings and some Jamesway huts, and limited outside
work. Amateur radio operation has improved and occasional phone patches
to the U.S. have been completed. The season's first penguin was sighted
late in the month.
With the completion of the science darkroom extension, adequate facilities are now available for processing seismic, magnetic, ionosphere and
auroral records, as well as additional space for recreational use. A
library has been completed in the science building recreation room where all
papers, periodicals, and scientific books are now shelved.
McMurdo Station: An inspection of the University of Wisconsin patterned
ground study site in the Windy Crater area, disclosed a damaged wind generator and discharged storage batteries. The wind generator was repaired and
the batteries reconnected after receiving a full charge in the warehouse.
A party of six traveled to Cape Evans and Cape Royds on the 25th with
two power wagons, crossing the area of pressure ridges near Tent Island
and Inaccessible Island with only minor difficulties. Both the trailer at
Cape Evans and the Cape Royds hut were found intact and completely free of
snow and ice. Six seals were sighted along the way, two being killed for
use in zoological experiments. The return trip from Cape Evans to Hunt
Point, a distance of about 12 miles, was completed in 45 minutes.
The Nodwell vehicles with weakened tracks were sidelined in order
that a sufficient quantity of track belts would be on hand for the summer
operation. The 1 62 Power Wagon was fitted with its personnel carrier for
moving groups around the station. The 1 60 Nodwell RN50 was given a complete engine overhaul, and two more motor toboggans were repaired for
summer field parties. Two Eliason motor toboggans have been made available to Stanford biologists for traveling to and from the fish houses in
Winter Quarters Bay.

-3South Pole Station: Station activities continue in good order. By midAugust, the twilight was bright enough that flashlights were no longer needed
for outside activities.
Wilkes Station: Several one-day field trips were made during the month.
Seals have become more numerous, and nine have been shot to provide food
for the dog team.
The spring traverse will depart in September with a party of six composed of the officer in charge of the station, a diesel mechanic, a driver,
a geophysicist, a weather observer and a radio operator.
BIOLOGY
Bird Island, South Georgia:
Johns Hopkins University and Bernice P. Museum: Heavy snowfall
continued during August. A biological survey of the station area has
been started. Fur seals are still present, and marking and observations
of leopard seals continues. The research ship Eltanin called at the station
on August 24.
McMurdo Station:
Biolab, Stanford University: Due to the recent addition to the
biolab, snow drifts accumulate on the north end of the building which
must be removed periodically to prevent stoppage of the drain outlets at
the northwest corner.
Routine maintenance during the month included cleaning the storage
Jamesway, repairing the Tempmobile unit No. 2, and overhauling the south
lab area jet heater. An inventory of the biolab equipment was started.
A second, longer immersion heater was constructed for use in the fish
houses. Its length, lOfr feet, should be adequate to maintain an icéfree
hole as the sea ice continues to thicken.
Stanford University: Station 63F has been established in Winter
Quarters Bay, near enough to stations 63C and 63D so that a gill net can
be strung between the fish holes for more effective netting of fish. Hook
and line fishing continues to augment the gill netting.
Growth experiments on the first group of 10 T. bernacchii at 0 0C have
been concluded and experiments have begun with a second group of 30 specimens.
The Aqua-therm has been tested for periods of 4 and 10 hours, but
little or no ice is removed by this technique alone, as the filter becomes
clogged with bits of ice. An immersion heater used in conjunction with the
Aqua-therm however worked successfully. The second immersion heater, extended to a depth of 10* feet and fitted with a 5-gallon fuel tank and
automatic fuel cutoff switch in the event of a fire blowout, has proved

-4very effective. The heater is easily removed by one man in 2 minutes, to
allow the fish traps to be raised.
A
holes.

500 gallon

diesel tank trailer has been positioned near the fishing

METEOROLOGY
Byrd Station:
U.S. Weather Bureau: Thirteen radiosondes flown in August averaged

16,432 m in height. Ten radiometersondes reached an average height of
20,457 m, and five radiosondes used in a special low temperature experiment
averaged 16 9 142 m. The average height of all soundings released during
severe weather conditions was 10,497 m. The Baker hydroneal generator,
secured on July 20 9 was returned to operation on August 13.
The ozone program has progressed satisfactorily.
Eights Station:
U.S. Weather Bureau: A record low temperature for this station of

-54.40C. was observed on August 27. Snowfall during the month was 2.8
Hallett Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: Eighteen radiosondes were flown to an average
height of 22,092 m. The latter part of the month was unusually windy with
gusts of over 50 mph recorded on 14 days and a peak gust of 99 mph occurring
on the3st. The new records for the month were the average temperature
of -22.5 C, average wind speed of 13.2 knots and sky cover of 6.6 tenths.
A record low visibility was established with visibility less than 1/4 mile
on 13 days.
McMurdo Station:
U.S. Navy: (For standard surface and upper air observations see
Climat.)
Texas Western College: Three rockets were fired during the month;
and 31. Rocket motors performed correctly on all three
on August
shots although the data was lost on the final round through a GMD failure
at +3 minutes after launching time. The radar continues to track well and
requires no maintenance. Radiosondes have been tracked daily to insure
that the ground equipment continues in operating condition. Increased
rocket activities are planned when the stratospheric sudden warming begins.

14, 23,

South Pole Station:
U.S. Weather Bureau: In the upper air program, 16 radiosondes were
flown to an average height of 16,647 meters, and 11 radiometersondes reached
17,748 meters.

-5The carbon dioxide program has operated normally. An increase of carbon
dioxide to 317.5 ppm, was measured during a storm in the first week of the
month.
The Dobson spectrophotometer has operated without trouble. Observations
were taken on 8 out of 9 days during the last moon period. The chemiluminescent surface ozone recorder indicated an average of 4.10 pphmv for the
month, an increase of 0.85 over July.
Wilkes Station:
U.S. Weather Bureau and Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology, Australia;
Clear skys were present during much of the month with 60 percent possible
sunshine, and atmospheric pressure trending upward to a high of 30.316 in.
This high pressure cell reversed all warming aloft for several days. Coinciding with the extreme high pressure at Wilkes Station were storms and
record high winds in Australia. A total of 11 radiometersondes were made,
reaching an average height of 18,232 m. Twenty-nine radiometersondes were
flown to an average height of 20,917 m and a single ozonesonde was tracked
to 27,800 m. Difficulties were experienced with a thermocouple in the Baker
generator but the problem has been solved.
The Mast surface ozone program continued to yield data, and little
operating time was lost due to malfunctions. Some total ozone data was
obtained with the Dobson spectrophotometer.
STATION SEISMOLOGY
Byrd Station:
Coast and Geodetic Survey: Ninety-seven principal earthquake
phases were recorded during the month. Tests of instrument constants showed
general agreement with previous determinations.
Hallett Station:
Coast and Geodetic Survey (New Zealand observer): During routine
adjustments the long period north-south seismometer was accidently damaged,
requiring a replacement of the lower hinge assembly. High winds have caused
an increase in noise level on the short period seismometer system Due to
the fairly high and steady temperature in the vault, some excellent long
period seismic records have been obtained. The frequency standard has shown
very small positive and negative drift rates, apparently dependent on opening
and shutting the console door.
Completion of the darkroom extension has provided adequate working space
and chemical storage areas which were previously lacking.
South Pole Station:
Coast and Geodetic Survey: Seismic recordings were interrupted on
the 2Lth by a p artial collapse of the roof of the recorder building when a

-6D4 tractor was inadvertently driven over the building. The roof was restored
and operations resumed on the 29th.
The long period seismometer traces continued to wander badly, making
it difficult to identify time marks.
Wilkes Station:
California Institute of Technology (Australian observer): The Grenet
seismic recorder was overhauled and the motor terminals modified so that
the motor can be replaced quickly. Except for temporary loss of the time
marking system after a power failure, the equipment has been operating well.
UPPER ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
Byrd Station:
Aurora and Airgiow, Arctic Institute of North America: Power
failures and minor equipment difficulties caused a small amount of data
loss during the month. The sky was obscured approximately 50 percent of
the time, preventing visual observations and photography during some periods
of moderate activity. No unusual activity or emissions were observed.
The photometer was shut down for the season on the 27th.
In the height measurement program with the sub-station, only a few
photographs were possible, due to weather, obscuring clouds and moonlight.
A total of 240 pairs of photographs have been obtained during the dark season.
Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: Eighteen sets of absolute measurements of declination and horizontal and vertical field were taken, giving
monthly means as follows:
declination
horizontal
vertical field

700 26.4'
16,303 g.
57,981 g.

SSC occurrences were noted on the following days, hours, and thinutes (GMT):
010140, 010420, 020400, 020508 9 030205, 0 3 0424 , o40618, 04 2354 , 050117,
060204, 070310, 180145 9 180848 9 190415 9 200200 9 202356 9 210325, 210620,
22 0 632, 23 01 3 0 , 230618, 240109, 260300, 310240, and 310530.
Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: Riometer
operations were routine in August. Efforts have concentrated on scaling of
absorption events.
Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: Hourly values
for foF2 were recorded 16 percent of the time during the month, approximately
the same as the last two months and an increase of 2 percent over August 1962.
Blanketing by sporadic E obscured the F region 43 percent of the month, while
non-deviative absorption accounted for 15 percent of the missing values and

-7spread echoes and maintenance accounted for 14 percent. Equipment problems
and deviative absorption accounted for the remaining missing values. The
maximum median value was 1.1 mc/s at 0300 local time.
Equipment problems caused partial loss of data on the 13 th , 14th, and
15th.
Radio Noise, National Bureau of Standards: The ARN-2 radio noise
recorder has been operated on all eight channels since August 26.
VLF and ELF, Stanford University and Pacific Naval Laboratory:
The intensity of high frequency hiss above 8 kc/s has decreased slightly
while the lower frequency hiss has increased in activity. Hiss occurring
between 1000 and 1400 GMT with a peak at 1200 showed a strong increase
over July. Chorus activity increased especially around 1.5 kc/s which is
the region of riser bands. The 400 cps emission has shown a definite
increase between 2300 and 050 0 GMT.
Further fine adjustments of the direction finding equipment were made.
In spite of a large direct sky wave component, the chart recorder showed
that most hiss arrived from the northeast, which is supported by other
evidence such as the improvement of 1414V propagation after an occurrence of
hiss.
It has been observed that not all hiss is related to type B auroras,
but when hiss changes intensity very rapidly a type B aurora is usually seen.
VLF and Micropulsation Studies, National Bureau of Standards:
All conjugate recordings have been made and good quality of data maintained.
Eights Station:
Aurora and Airgiow, Arctic Institute of North America: Some allsky camera data was lost due to failure of the governor assembly which prevented the camera shutter from closing. Further loss of data occurred with
the replacement camera because of a malfunctioning solenoid arm and camera
trigger.
The most active and spectacular aurora of the season occurred on the
19th and 20th of August and good data coverage was obtained. This was a
type B aurora which showed red lower borders and no fully developed corona.
Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: Only minor troubles were
experienced with equipment. A number of slight artificial disturbances of
the magnetograph were caused during the removal of snow from the entrance
of the variations building. Eighteen sets of absolute values were taken,
with the mean absolute values as follows:
declination
horizontal field
vertical field

32'54.01
219081 g.
489471 g.

NFAME
Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: On August 20,
the riometer recorded the largest absorption to date, 10 db. Absorption
greater than 1 db occurred on the 19th, 21st, 23rd, 24th, and 31st of the:
month. An automatic calibrator was put in service on August 20 after the
installation of sealed relays.
VLF-Micro-p ulsations, National Bureau of Standards: VLF tape recordings were started on the 5th, using signals from the Stanford University
antenna and preamplifier. The hiss recorder sweep was changed from 20 kc/s
to 10 kc/s on the 23rd. Work is continuing on the micropulsation equipment.
VLF-ELF, Stanford University: All equipment operated well during
the month. Strong micropulsation and magnetic activity was observed during
the auroral event on August 19th.
Hallett Station:
Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America: A total of 10 nights'
data of all-sky camera operations were lost during stormy conditions. Color
film is now being developed in 50-foot lengths to decrease posible abrasion
from being over-tightened on the reel of the developing tank. Minor troubles
were experienced with the patrol spectrograph, and further difficulties were
experienced keeping the dome free of ice.
The photometer operation continued routinely, but persistently bad
weather and cloudy sky limited effective operation to ,7 percent of the
possible observing time.
Cosmic Rays, Universit y of Maryland: The enclosed ratemeter circuit, after some slight modification, was installed on the scintillator,
and the scaler chassis for the neutron monitor was completed. The use of
two Sorensen 1000 S regulators has improved the scintillator trace. Normal
calibration schedules were followed during the month.
Earth Currents (New Zealand Pro g ram): This program operated with
only minor difficulties.
Ionospheric Absorption, Arctic Institute of North America: The
quiet day maximum absorption occurs now around 0 73 0 GMT. The strongest
absorption of the month was recorded on the 22nd, having a value of 4 db.
The riometer antenna was damaged and finally destroyed by high winds,
causing the loss of data on the 11th, 12th, 27th, 28th, 29th, and 31st. A
new antenna is now being constructed.
Ionospheric Soundings, (New Zealand observer): The F2 region continued disturbed this month with a monthly median of 3.0 mc/s, an increase
of 0.5 me/s over last month. The Fl region reappeared at 0000 GMT on the
20th and has appeared sporadically around noon since that date. To percent
of the F min values were doubtful, and the median for the month was 1.2 mc/s,
an increase of 0.1 over July. The E region has appeared regularly from
0900 GMT to 0200 GMT during the month.

-9Sporadic E was present 7 percent of the recorded time, type C being
the most predominant. Spread conditions and oblique types of sporadic
habéen consistent with visual auroral observations.
The sounder has operated consistently and the only data lost during
the month was due to wind damage to the transmitter antenna on the 28th.
VLF-Stanford University (New Zealand observer): The Alouette
satellite recording was missed on the 28th when high winds damaged the cables
running to the preamplifier and the antenna. An intermittent break in one
cable has not yet been located. It is planned to install a better systhem
of cable supports during the coming summer.
McMurdo Station:
Cosmic Rays, Bartol Raerch Foundaton: All data processing is
up to date. Several power interrupt-ions have caused minor problems resulting
in the loss of data on single channels, but the troubles have been quickly
corrected..
Ionospheric Absorption, Douglas Aircraft Co.: Equipment has performed satisfactorily, and operations have returned to normal following the
repair of damage sustained during recent storms.
South Pole Station:
Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America: The all-sky camera
operations were concluded at the end of the month when the solar depression
reached 9 . Sluggish operation of a solenoid resulted in the loss of some
data.
The patrol spectrograph was exposed to gaseous discharge tubes for
calibration during the period of overcast on the 22nd, and good spectra
were obtained. The twilight program commenced on August 25th.
The all-sky photometer, without a filter, is now overexposed by the
brightness of twãJight The median photometer measuring 5577 R still shows
indications of auroral activity at the zenith, sometimes even through clouds,
although nothing is visible to the all-sky camera or to an observer.
The visual photometer program has been completed. Good color pictures
of active displays have been obtained including some unusually bright sunlit auroras on the 29th between 0100 and 0200 GMT.
Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: The means as computed
from monthLy scalings were as follows:
declination
horizontal field
total field

23037 .61
15,905 g.
569741 g.

- 10 Two sets of scale values were obtained from the variograph. Fourteen sets
of absolute values of each component were obtained using the QHM, the Ruska
magnetometer, and the proton magnetometer.
Ionospheric Absor p tion, National Bureau of Standards: A slight
increase in activity has occurred with a total of 92 absorption events recorded during the month, an average of 2.96 events per day. The largest
event was registered on the lst with a maximum absorption of 9.6 db. An
event on the 11th produced an absorption of over 3.3 db. It is apparent
that peak absorption occurs approximately 10 to 15 minutes later than the
maximum VLF hiss. The long and short term stability of the riometer is
excellent with the calibration error averaging less than 1/3 percent.
Ioriosheric Soundin g s, National Bureau of Standards: The E region
was dominated ' by F and R type sporadics and the F region was characterized
by spread F. There has been no noticeable effect of approaching sunlight
on the F region.
VLF, Stanford University (National Bureau of Standards observer):
Whistler activities have decreased considerably since last month with 278
emissions recorded. The strength of chorus has increased slightly and hiss
strength has remained at approximately the same level. Equipment troubles
caused a total of 11 hours lost time. The hiss recorder is now running
continuously, and its chart speed has been changed to 3 inches per hour.
Reception of NBA has deteriorated ooñiderably.na'is now posible Only
during periods when WWV is received. Stations in South Africa and Argentina
are received irregularly.
Wilkes Station:
Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America: The all-sky camera
operation has continued without difficulties. Strong auroral displays
occurred on the 19th.
Geomagnetism, U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey (Australian observer):
High winds caused some damage to the magnetics building, lifting the roof
and causing light leaks. Roof clamps were tightened and gaps resealed after
the storm.
Strong micropulsation and magnetic activity was observed during the
aurora display of the 19th.
Ionospheric Studies, National Bureau of Standards (Australian observer): Modifications to the C.. 4 sounder have been completed, and testing
and calibration are proceeding. A slight damage to the antenna from the
recent high winds has been satisfactorily repaired.

- 11 FOREIGN SCIENTISTS AT U.S. STATIONS:
McMurdo Station: The Soviet exchange meteorologist, Dr. Gennady
Tarakanov, continued his study of the development of synoptic processes.
The vertical motion for all Antarctic stations having the necessary data
has been computed daily.

TABLE
Temperature, °C
Average
Highest
Lowest
Station Pressure (inches)
Average
Highest
Lowest
Precipitation (inches)
Snowfall (inches)
Wind
Prevailing Direction
Average Speed (knots)
Fastest Mile (MPH)
Peak Gust (MPH)
Average Sky Cover
No. clear days
No. partially cloudy
No. cloudy
No. days with visibility less
than 1/ Li- mile
No. Radiosondes
Avg. height of Radiosondes (m)
No. Radiometersondes
Avg. height of Radiometersondes
No. Ozonesondes
Avg. height of Ozonesondes

Byrd
Station

-35.2

58.6

24.l41
24.725
23.405
Tr
Tr

NNE

17.1
44,9
49.5

4.7
12
ii
8
8
13
16,432
10
20,457

IAST

Eights
Station

-35.6

-54.4
28.085
30.Lt42*
28.771*
0.15
1.5
NNW
11.0

58.7

6.4

3
8
10

l9

Hallett
Station

-22.5
-10.0
-31.9

29.541
30.19*
28.83*

11.1
SW
13.2
76
99
6.6
7
9
15
13
19
20,867
9
16,465
1
19,328

McMurdo
Station

-12.2
..48.3

South Pole
Station
-32.5

-69.3

29,738
30.009*
29.002*
0.12
1.2

20.352

E
14.0

NNE**
15.6

81
6.8
0
25
6

5

17
11,936

20.61.5

19-730
0.01
0.1

39

3.5

16
11
4

7
16
16,647
11
17,748

All figures above have been taken from radio messages and are unconfirmed.
* Sea Level
** North defined along 00 Greenwich

Wilkes
Station

-17.7
-1.1
-29.4

29.489
30.316*
28.798w
0.01
0.1
SSE
13.0
94
107

6.6

8
8
15

3
29
20,917
11
18,232
1
27,800
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ABSTRACTS OF BYRD STATION SYMPOSIUM
AUGUST 20, 1963
Section lGeomagnetism and Aeronomy
Survey of Auroral Phenomena
James H. Kinsey,Arctic Institute of North America
A preliminary survey of the 1963 Byrd Station auroral phenomena is
based on analysis of visual observations, all-sky camera photographs, and
spectrograms from 30 May through 18 Ju1y. The probable maximum auroral
occurrence and maximum emission occurred diurnally at 0400Z with a minimum
at 1730Z and a secondary maximum at llOOZ. Diurnal intensity ratios of
4477 to 3914 and 6300 to 5577 R show a large minimum and maximum respectively at local noon, indicating a strong solar illumination effect
Red and purple lower borders of auroral forms, Type B, correlate well
with maximum auroral activities and N 2 first pcsitive bands in the spectra.
The average sighting direction seems to lie along 225 azimuth from true
north. The aurora is more likely to occur toward the southwest, indicating that Byrd Station is slightly outside the zone. Hydrogen emission,
when observed, is associated with periods of maximum auroral activity,
but not necessarily coinciding with it0
Geomagnetic Activity
Herbert EPearsU
Coast and Geodetic Survey
The 1958 to 1963 K indices of diurnal arid seasonal variations were
analyzed. Diurnal maximum was found between 0300Z and 0600Z, which coincided with nigut an'oral activities, and the minimum between 1500Z and
1800Z 0 Six average oimor.th1.y curves shoTed the same trend as above,
Activity in sunlit months vas, ir genera1 low. Sunless months were just
the opposite, Le. • thu K index vas riign during austral uinter,
ionos p here Characteristics
I..
iaticnal Burej of Standards
Blackout tImes poottud or, Jnj minute intervals indicate a peak at 1600Z
while Type A Es peaks at d00Z. Considering a minimum frequency at vrnich
a trace appears in the E or F region as a unit of absorption (F min), and
running a scatter plot with magnetic Q values indicates c,Teak positive cor
relation during t he Type A Es period (0 2+0OZ + 6 hrs.) and no correlation
during blackout period (116C07 + 6 hrs.),, ionospheric absorption near 16007
has very little or aJmost no association with magnetic activity,
Very Low Frequency (LF) Emissions
Diorna and seasuna. variations of hiss and chorus were investigated.
Each months' 5760 data points were obtained using the eight-channel VLF
spectrum anal yzer. Hiss peak was found at 0300Z and chorus at i600Z.

- 14 Seasonal variations show high hiss activity and low chorus activity during

austral winter and vice versa for summer. The hiss activity of 1000 to
1300Z is very interesting. Most of the signals consist of low frequency
components with duration of a few minutes. Certain high and low frequency
atmospherics were recorded near 0300Z. The intensity of these emissions
are related to hiss activity, probably due to propagation condition.
Mechanisms of VLF Emissions
Henr y N. Morozumi, Stanford University
Various VLF emission mechanisms were reviewed. The most probable
mechanism for hiss is cyclotron emission from doppler shifted back scattering, 10 to 100 ke y electrons. Chorus may be generated from incoming electrons
of energy lower than 1 ke y . A traveling wave tube or the Cerenkov process
appear the most probable mechanisms.
Diurnal Variations of Auroras
Henry M. Morozumi, Stanford University
Diurnal variations of auroras at high latitude stations were investigated. Neither local nor magnetic time scale showed significant systematic
trend. The author proposed a time scale called aurora time which was
measured in reference to the center of the aurora zone. Equation of time is
developed as a solution of spherical triangles. According to this time scale,
most of high latitude geophysical disturbance peaks coincided near aurora
time midnight or noon. The magic numbers 0400Z and 1600Z which appear frequently in the previous papers are aurora time midnight and noon respectively.
The midnight peak and noon peak exist near aurora zone. The night peak remains outside while the noon peak remains inside the aurora zone. From known
diurnal variations of aurora at a certain locality, it should be possible to
locate the center of the aurora zone by solving the equation of time as
developed by the author.
Section 2 - Meteorology
Meteorology Program at Byrd Station
Neil M. Coulter, U.S. Weather Bureau
The meteorology program is divided into two parts during the summer
months, support and scientific. The support part requires forecasting for
the supply, photography, search and rescue operations and for trail party
operations. At Byrd Station the forecasting area is approximately 19600,000
square miles with only four meteorological stations in the area to obtain
forecasting information. All surface and upper air data are used in southern
hemisphere forecasting and also global forecasting. During the winter months,
there are additional programs such as radiometersondes which measure infrared radiation cooling or heating of different layers in the atmosphere, and
this year 800 to 2000 gram experimental balloons were used during July and the
first part of August to see if this type could be used advantageously in the
Antarctic upper air program. Twenty-six electronic instruments and approximately
the same number of standard meteorological instruments are used and maintained
at the station. Dobson and surface ozone data are used in research for global
air circulation.

15 Existence of a Low Level Jet Stream
Edward J. Landr y , U.S. Weathe' Burea
A study was made to determine if the high surface winds experienced at
Byrd Station could be associated with a low level jet stream system. Analysis
of the time cross section for the thermal and isotach structure aloft for the
to winter transition period tends to support the existence of low level
summer
jets.
Section 3 - Crustal Studies
Earthquake Seismograph Program at Byrd Station
Herbert E. Pearson, U.S. Cogst and Geodetic Survey
During the International Geophysical Year permanent seismograph stations
were installed in Antarctica. A continuing objective of the station is to
immediately interpret seismic events and transmit them to the central office
in Washington. Here the earthquake epicenter locations are determined, and
the information published in earthquake bulletins.

- 16 Publications
The following publications received at the Office of Antarctic Programs
during August pertain to work supported in whole or in part by the National
Science Foundation under the U.S. Antarctic Research Program:
GOLDMAN, CHARLES R., et al., California U. Light injury and inhibition in
Antarctic freshwater phytoplankton. (Limnology and oceanography,
July 1963. vol. 8, no. 3, P. 3 1 3-322 .) Other authors: D. T.
Mason, and B. J. E. Wood.
LAASPERE, T., et al., Dartmouth College. Some results of five years of
whistler observations from Labrador to Antarctica. (Proceedings
of the IEEE, April 1963. P. 5514_568) Other authors: M. G.
Morgan, and , W. C. Johnson.
WASILEWSKI, P. J., U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. Magnetic results Antarctic Peninsula Traverse, 1961-1962. Washington, D.C. 1963.

1 3 P.

WEIHAUPT, JOHN G., Wisconsin U. Seismic and gravity studies at the South
Pole. (Geophysics, Aug. 1963. v. 28, no. 4, p. 582-92.)
WOMERSLEY, H., and R. W. SThANDTMANN, Bernice P. Bishop Museum. On some
free living prostigmatic mites of Antarctica. (Pacific insects,

July 25, 1963. vol. 5, no. 2 9 p. 451-472.)

